Abstract This study presents the analysis of the identifications and determinations of the material parameters in the developed model in the former paper and their effects on the stress paths. It was shown that the influences of the parameters, specially involved in the strain rate and the viscous nucleus, were in generally acceptable range. From this point, the model was modified by identifying the plastic yield surface and the viscous yield surface in the same mathematical form. The modified model was successful in simulating stress path.
Introduction
The evaluation of a constitutive model is performed generally in the basis of the three principles(1.soundness of theoretical background, 2.easiness in computer implementation, 3.material parameter). The material parameter indicates that the parameters should be clearly identified, and their values should be determined using the conventional testing methods: furthermore, their effects on the simulation results should not be so sensitive. This is very important in practical usage of a constitutive model.
A rate-sensitive model was developed, in the former paper, by incorporating Adachi's rate-dependent relation into the mathematical and conceptual frame of the elastoplastic-generalized viscous theory [1] 
In this study, details on the material parameters of the developed model were described then the model was further modified based on the investigation of the sensitivity of each material parameter. 
Material Parameters

Identifications and Determinations
sv gives the overstress value through a closed form solution. m' is found solely in the Adachi's rate-dependent equation and its value is obtained from the triaxial test.
Details on Eq. (1) were described in the former paper. The c and x are the anisotropic hardening parameters.
Sensitivities and Discussions
They do not seem so influential and sensitive in the stress path, as shown in Figure 1 ; however, it needs to be noted This denotes that it might be a kind of good parameter, on the other hand, it could get down to a scalar or even dropped out of the constitutive equation. Actually, the sv was not used in the modified developed model described in the later section, yet the sv might be expected to get more influential and sensitive at the higher rates. The   seems to be sensitive much since it was considered as a constant instead of a combined equation with several parameters. The   have been thought of as either a constant or a combined equation as in eq. (2) with other parameters [7] .
where    is the inelastic deviatoric strain tensor and
is the accumulated inelastic deviatoric strain tensor. V and εm are the model parameters related to the viscous behavior. The   was considered as a constant in this study to avoid getting lost in the robust equation and to draw to clearer parametric study.
The n is expected to have an great effect on stress path considering its mathematical form but its influence was less great than expected for the overstress was not so large. The m' seems to affect the stress path as much as the n. The sensitivities of the parameters n and m' need to be investigated at higher rates as they are typically 
Modification of the Model
The viscous theory was modified to reduce the number of the material parameters for simpler and practical usage of the model. In Perzyna's generalized viscous theory, there are two surfaces(initial yield surface and dynamic loading surface) and a stress point exists just on the dynamic yield surface as shown in Figure 3 , which is different from in the classical plasticity.
[Fig 3] Generalized Viscous Theory[4]
The generalized viscous theory was simplified as: the initial yield surface and the dynamic loading surface are not differentiated so only one loading surface exists to separate only elastic deformation at the stress state inside the surface from both elastic and viscous deformation at the stress state on the surface. It was further assumed that the loading surface has the exactly same functional form and hardening rules with the plastic loading function.
In accordance with the conceptual and mathematical simplification stated above, the overstress Δ σ and the relevant parameters sv and n disappear. Consequently, the overstress function changes eq. (1) to eq. (3).
The details on the simulation results performed using the simplified model were not presented on account of space considerations. The results were not so good compared with those from the model not simplified yet but gave a series of results to a reasonable and hopeful extent. It can be thought that the disappeared parameters were not so influential considering the characteristics of the specimen.
Conclusions
Details on the material parameters of the constitutive model developed in the prior paper in series were presented in this study. The sensitivities of the material parameters were not so generally large as expected.
Further simplification of the model conducted in the sense of reducing the material parameters gave the successful results.
